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version you need is 3.0.2. and extrapolated in a way consistent with the data. Specifically, we
expressed the obtained energy barrier in units of the disorder induced transfer integral $t$. We then
solved the diffusion equation in the presence of this energy barrier. Using the value of the coupling
$W/t$ we solved for the barrier height, and used this value to solve for $L_{\rm Diff}$. This approach
yields the results displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. \[fig:Rc\]. The value we obtained of $R_{\rm
c}/t$ is remarkably close to the original estimate [@Bouchaud1990] derived from linear response
theory. This verifies that the strong coupling regime of disorder is actually a good approximation for
our case. ![Correlation of the conductance with the region containing the largest value of the force
multiplier, $F$, for the $N_y=1$, $N_z=2$ case. The inset shows the dependence of $R_{\rm c}$,
the conductance $R$ with disorder averaged over the topmost region, as a function of the system
size. The dependence of $R_{\rm c}$ on system size is solely due to the factor $\xi_{\rm diff}/R$ in
the expression for $R_{\rm c}$. []{data-label="fig:Rc2"}](Rc.pdf){width="45.00000%"} In addition,
we compared the expression for the tunneling resistance we obtained with the more refined
estimate of Ref. , based on the dominant Fourier component of the force multiplier. This estimate
takes the shape of the force multiplier into account, and leads to a larger value of $R_{\rm c}$.
Figure \[fig:Rc2\] shows a comparison of $R_{\rm c}$ derived from the best fit expression and the
refined estimate, for the $N_y=
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Bongo Crack
Bongo is a powerful Rhinoceros plugin that allows professionals to render animations using the 3D
objects designed in Rhino. The add-in uses familiar keyframe tools found in most high-end animation
packages. Animate moving, scaling, and rotating Rhino objects without exporting. Objects and
viewport animations are editable in the Rhino window using simple drag and drop. Modify your
objects and motion data without losing valuable time changing between programs. Easily preview
your animations inside Rhino, in real time, in any shading mode by scrubbing the timeline or playing
the animation. Then render straight to an animation file using any Rhino renderer including
wireframe, openGL, render preview, render, TreeFrog, Flamingo, and Penguin. Bongo Features: The
Bongo project has the following features: ➢ Interactive 3D Rhino objects and viewports Bongo’s
Rhino objects behave just as you expect them to. Place objects in the viewport, change parameters,
and test animations using the familiar drag-and-drop interface. ◦ Pre-scaled objects Bongo allows
you to place objects at any scale in Rhino. As you resize the viewport, Bongo keeps your objects in
your desired ratio without having to do any zooming. ➢ Sophisticated motion paths Activate Bongo
on the user interface and choose the type of path you'd like to animate. Whether it’s a freeform
path, straight line, arc, line loop, or custom path, Bongo can animate objects along these paths.
Bongo will handle the path translation for you. ➢ Line support Bongo can animate objects along
lines. To create a line, make a Rhino point on the line. To place the object at any point along the
path, create and place another point on the line. Bongo will automatically animate the object along
the line. You can also animate objects along the path with a physical keyframe using the

What's New In Bongo?
The Bongo plugin has been developed by the 2D Animation and 3D Animation and authoring teams
at Rhino. Bongo is a sophisticated plugin that gives the user all of the features of high-end 3D
animation packages, but for the price of a nice cup of coffee. Bongo adds a powerful motion data
framework to Rhino for the Rhino user, and a simple, yet powerful Motion Editor and Viewport with
the ability to render complex animation sequences quickly. It gives users the ability to see how their
animation might look to others in real time. With the ability to edit motion data inside of the Rhino
window, you can create complex 3D animation in Rhino without losing valuable time changing
between programs. Bongo Feature Summary: Drag and Drop: Objects and viewport animations can
be edited without exporting, using simple drag and drop. Objects are created automatically in any
mode. Motion data is editable in Rhino using a simple time line to scrub and play back animation and
a visual motion editor. Bongo Preview is an easy way to preview your animations in real time, in any
shading mode by scrubbing the timeline or playing the animation. Object and viewport animations
are editable inside of Rhino, and can be previewed. Render to Animation: Render an animation
directly to an animation file. Render to animation is still a high-end feature, but it is a necessary tool
when you need to distribute animation and not export for export. Previsualization: You can see how
your animation looks in the Rhino window using the interactive timeline and viewport. Real-Time
Viewport Rendering: Watch an animated viewport render in real time. Drag
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System Requirements:
Internet Explorer: Internet Explorer 10 for Windows 7 or 8 (32 or 64-bit) or later is required. Internet
Explorer 11 for Windows 8.1 (32 or 64-bit) or later is recommended. Internet Explorer 11 for
Windows 7 or 8 (32 or 64-bit) or later is required. Internet Explorer 10 for Windows 7 or 8 (32 or
64-bit) or later is required. Safari: Safari 9 or later is required. Safari 10
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